Conditional perception under stimulus ambiguity: polarization- and azimuth-sensitive neurons in the locust brain are inhibited by low degrees of polarization.
Sensory perception often relies on the integration and matching of multisensory inputs. In the brain of desert locusts, identified neurons that signal the sun's direction relative to the animal's head integrate information about the polarization pattern of the sky with information on the color and intensity contrast of the sky. The cloudless blue sky exhibits a gradient from unpolarized sunlight to strongly polarized light at 90° from the sun. Therefore the percentage of polarized light in the sky is highest at dusk and dawn and lowest when the sun is in the zenith. We investigated the effect of different degrees of polarization on neurons of the anterior optic tubercle of the desert locust through intracellular recordings. Whereas dorsal presentation of strongly polarized light largely excited the neurons, weakly polarized light, i.e., a blend of polarized light of many orientations, led to inhibition. The data suggest that the polarization input to these neurons is inhibited within a radius of 50° around the sun, thereby avoiding conflicting input from the polarization and direct sunlight channels. These properties can be regarded as sensory filters to avoid ambiguous signaling during sky compass orientation.